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Dark Tales Venita Coelho 2021-05-17 Two men
with dangerous secrets find that they have an
uninvited guest staying with them . . . A cursed
bride forced into an unlucky marriage . . . A
mysterious child with an angelic face seems to
have misfortune follow him around . . . In this
collection of eleven very dark and twisted tales,
Venita Coelho lays bare the underbelly of
contemporary India. Get ready to gasp and
cringe in horror as you have the rug pulled out
from under you! This is a book you won't want to
read after dark.
Shirley Jackson: Novels and Stories (LOA #204)
Shirley Jackson 2010-05-27 An anthology of
writings by the leading mid-20th-century classic
author, compiled by the National Book Awardwinning author of Them, includes The Lottery,
The Haunting of Hill House, We Have Always
Lived in the Castle and 21 short pieces that
reflect Jackson's work in other genres.
We Have Always Lived in the Castle Shirley
Jackson 1967-10 THE STORY: The home of the
Blackwoods near a Vermont village is a lonely,
ominous abode, and Constance, the young
mistress of the place, can't go out of the house
without being insulted and stoned by the
villagers. They have also composed a nasty s
The Penguin Book of Christmas Stories
Jessica Harrison 2019-10-03 The perfect gift this
Christmas season: a generous selection of some
of the greatest festive stories of all time This is a
collection of the most magical, moving, chilling
and surprising Christmas stories from around
the world, taking us from frozen Nordic woods
to glittering Paris, a New York speakeasy to an
English country house, bustling Lagos to
dark-tales-penguin-modern-classics

midnight mass in Rio, and even outer space.
Here are classic tales from writers including
Truman Capote, Shirley Jackson, Dylan Thomas,
Saki and Chekhov, as well as little-known
treasures such as Italo Calvino's wry sideways
look at Christmas consumerism, Wolfdietrich
Schnurre's story of festive ingenuity in Berlin,
Selma Lagerlof's enchanted forest in Sweden,
and Irène Nemerovsky's dark family portrait.
Featuring santas, ghosts, trolls, unexpected
guests, curmudgeons and miracles, here is
Christmas as imagined by some of the greatest
short story writers of all time.
The Summer People Shirley Jackson 1970
Gothic Tales Elizabeth Gaskell 2012-01-01 In
"Gothic Tales," Elizabeth Gaskell (1810-1865),
the eminent Victorian author, brings us nine
chilling gothic stories. Collected here are tales
that set a precedent for ghost and horror stories
of the era. In "The Poor Clare" a young innocent
girl named Lucy is haunted by an unrelenting
ghost invoked by her aging grandmother. In the
novella "Lois the Witch" the young Lois sails to
America to join her distant family. She is greeted
by a New England engulfed in the fever of the
Salem witch trials. Soon all goes wrong when
she is deemed one of the cursed. The reader
confronts the peaks of suspense in "The Grey
Woman"  a terrifying psychological thriller.
These among others shape this well rounded
collection of one of the most respected Victorian
authors. Gaskell was championed and published
by Charles Dickens in his literary magazine
"Household Words." Her style, vision, and
delivery are seen at its best here in "Gothic
Tales."
The Weiser Book of Horror and the Occult
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Edward Bulwer Lytton 2014-10-01 Frightful
fiction by masters from Lovecraft to Stoker to
Crowley to Poe. Packed with stories selected and
introduced by one of todays leading esoteric
scholars, this book will do more than make your
toes curl and your skin crawl. These tales reveal
hidden truths and forbidden pursuits, and
divulge the secrets of magical initiation.
Covering topics from rituals to hauntings to the
Devil himself, this one-of-a-kind volume includes
selections from: Aleister Crowley * Ambrose
Bierce * Arthur Machen *Edgar Allan Poe *
Robert W. Chambers * Ralph Adams Cram * H.P.
Lovecraft * Dion Fortune * Sir Edward BulwerLytton *Bram Stoker As Lon Milo DuQuette
writes in his introduction, horror takes its time.
It creeps in, seeps in, and lingers. These stories
will stay with you, biting at your heels from the
shadows. Don’t say we didn’t warn you…
The Call of Cthulhu and Other Weird Stories H.
P. Lovecraft 1999-10-01 A definitive collection of
stories from the unrivaled master of twentiethcentury horror in a Penguin Classics Deluxe
edition with cover art by Travis Louie Frequently
imitated and widely influential, Howard Philips
Lovecraft reinvented the horror genre in the
1920s, discarding ghosts and witches and
instead envisioning mankind as a tiny outpost of
dwindling sanity in a chaotic and malevolent
universe. S. T. Joshi, Lovecraft's preeminent
interpreter, presents a selection of the master's
fiction, from the early tales of nightmares and
madness such as "The Outsider" to the
overpowering cosmic terror of "The Call of
Cthulhu." More than just a collection of
terrifying tales, this volume reveals the
development of Lovecraft's mesmerizing
narrative style and establishes him as a
canonical - and visionary - American writer. For
more than seventy years, Penguin has been the
leading publisher of classic literature in the
English-speaking world. With more than 1,700
titles, Penguin Classics represents a global
bookshelf of the best works throughout history
and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust
the series to provide authoritative texts
enhanced by introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and contemporary
authors, as well as up-to-date translations by
award-winning translators.
The Bird's Nest Shirley Jackson 2014-01-28
dark-tales-penguin-modern-classics

Shirley Jackson's third novel, a chilling descent
into multiple personalities Elizabeth is a demure
twenty-three-year-old wiling her life away at a
dull museum job, living with her neurotic aunt,
and subsisting off her dead mother’s
inheritance. When Elizabeth begins to suffer
terrible migraines and backaches, her aunt takes
her to the doctor, then to a psychiatrist. But
slowly, and with Jackson’s characteristic chill,
we learn that Elizabeth is not just one girl—but
four separate, self-destructive personalities. The
Bird’s Nest, Jackson’s third novel, develops
hallmarks of the horror master’s most unsettling
work: tormented heroines, riveting familial
mysteries, and a disquieting vision inside the
human mind. For more than seventy years,
Penguin has been the leading publisher of
classic literature in the English-speaking world.
With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics
represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions
and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
The Penguin Book of Ghost Stories Michael
Newton 2010-02-25 This terrifying selection of
ghost stories brings together the very best
classic works from the masters of the
supernatural Phantom coaches, evil familiars,
shadowy houses, spectral children and
mysterious doppelgangers haunt these tales.
They range from the famous, such as M. R.
James's tale of an ancient curse, 'Oh, Whistle,
and I'll Come To You, My Lad' and W. W.
Jacobs's story of gruesome wish-fulfilment, 'The
Monkey's Paw', to lesser-known masterpieces:
Robert Louis Stevenson's 'Thrawn Janet', telling
of a parish priest tormented for life by his
encounter with the undead; Charles Dickens's
unsettling account of a railway signal-man and
an ominous portent; and Edward Bulwer Lytton's
'The Haunted and the Haunters', where a cursed
house harbours a diabolical secret. Michael
Newton's introduction discusses why ghost
stories scare us and why they flourished from
the mid-nineteenth to early-twentieth century,
examining their changing conventions
throughout history. This edition also includes
further reading, notes, a glossary and a
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chronology. Edited with an introduction and
notes by Michael Newton
Come Along with Me Shirley Jackson 2013-02-26
A haunting and psychologically driven collection
from Shirley Jackson that includes her bestknown story "The Lottery" At last, Shirley
Jackson's "The Lottery" enters Penguin Classics,
sixty-five years after it shocked America
audiences and elicited the most responses of any
piece in New Yorker history. In her gothic
visions of small-town America, Jackson, the
author of such masterworks as The Haunting of
Hill House and We Have Always Lived in the
Castle, turns an ordinary world into a
supernatural nightmare. This eclectic collection
goes beyond her horror writing, revealing the
full spectrum of her literary genius. In addition
to Come Along with Me, Jackson's unfinished
novel about the quirky inner life of a lonely
widow, it features sixteen short stories and three
lectures she delivered during her last years. For
more than seventy years, Penguin has been the
leading publisher of classic literature in the
English-speaking world. With more than 1,700
titles, Penguin Classics represents a global
bookshelf of the best works throughout history
and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust
the series to provide authoritative texts
enhanced by introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and contemporary
authors, as well as up-to-date translations by
award-winning translators.
The Intoxicated Shirley Jackson 2014-03-06 A
terrifying short story from Shirley Jackson, the
master of the macabre tale. Shirley Jackson's
chilling tales of creeping unease and random
cruelty have the power to unsettle and terrify
unlike any other. When her story The Lottery
was first published in The New Yorker in 1948,
readers were so horrified they sent her hate
mail. It became known as one of the greatest
short stories ever written. Have you read her
yet? 'Shirley Jackson's stories are among the
most terrifying ever written' Donna Tartt 'An
amazing writer ... if you haven't read any of her
short stories ... you have missed out on
something marvellous' Neil Gaiman 'Her stories
are stunning, timeless - as relevant and
terrifying now as when they were first published
... 'The Lottery' is so much an icon in the history
of the American short story that one could argue
dark-tales-penguin-modern-classics

it has moved from the canon of American
twentieth-century fiction directly into the
American psyche, our collective unconscious' A.
M. Homes Shirley Jackson was born in California
in 1916. When her short story The Lottery was
first published in The New Yorker in 1948,
readers were so horrified they sent her hate
mail; it has since become one of the greatest
American stories of all time. Her first novel, The
Road Through the Wall, was published in the
same year and was followed by five more:
Hangsaman, The Bird's Nest, The Sundial, The
Haunting of Hill House and We Have Always
Lived in the Castle, widely seen as her
masterpiece. Shirley Jackson died in her sleep at
the age of 48.
Dark Tales Shirley Jackson 2017-09-28 Step into
the unsettling world of Shirley Jackson this
autumn with a collection of her finest, darkest
short stories, revealing the queen of American
gothic at her mesmerising best There's
something nasty in suburbia. In these deliciously
dark tales, the daily commute turns into a
nightmarish game of hide and seek, the loving
wife hides homicidal thoughts and the concerned
citizen might just be an infamous serial killer. In
the haunting world of Shirley Jackson, nothing is
as it seems and nowhere is safe, from the city
streets to the country manor, and from the
small-town apartment to the dark, dark woods...
Life Among the Savages Shirley Jackson
2020-05-05 In a hilariously charming domestic
memoir, America’s celebrated master of terror
turns to a different kind of fright: raising
children In her celebrated fiction, Shirley
Jackson explored the darkness lurking beneath
the surface of small-town America. But in Life
Among the Savages, she takes on the lighter side
of small-town life. In this witty and warm
memoir of her family’s life in rural Vermont, she
delightfully exposes a domestic side in cheerful
contrast to her quietly terrifying fiction. With a
novelist’s gift for character, an unfailing
maternal instinct, and her signature humor,
Jackson turns everyday family experiences into
brilliant adventures. Penguin Random House
Canada is proud to bring you classic works of
literature in e-book form, with the highest
quality production values. Find more today and
rediscover books you never knew you loved.
Haunted Castles Ray Russell 2016-09-27
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Horror legend Ray Russell’s haunting and
macabre stories, including “perhaps the finest
example of the modern Gothic ever written”
(Stephen King), with a foreword by acclaimed
filmmaker Guillermo del Toro Haunted Castles is
the definitive, complete collection of Ray
Russell’s masterful Gothic horror stories,
including the famously terrifying novella trio of
“Sardonicus,” “Sanguinarius,” and “Sagittarius.”
The characters that sprawl through Haunted
Castles are frightful to the core: the heartless
monster holding two lovers in limbo; the
beautiful dame journeying down a damned road
toward depravity (with the help of an evil gypsy);
the man who must wear his fatal crimes on his
face in the form of an awful smile. Engrossing,
grotesque, and completely entrancing, Russell’s
Gothic tales are the best kind of dreadful. For
more than seventy years, Penguin has been the
leading publisher of classic literature in the
English-speaking world. With more than 1,700
titles, Penguin Classics represents a global
bookshelf of the best works throughout history
and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust
the series to provide authoritative texts
enhanced by introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and contemporary
authors, as well as up-to-date translations by
award-winning translators.
The Lottery Shirley Jackson 2008 A seemingly
ordinary village participates in a yearly lottery to
determine a sacrificial victim.
Hangsaman Shirley Jackson 2013-06-25 Shirley
Jackson's chilling second novel, based on her
own experiences and an actual mysterious
disappearance Seventeen-year-old Natalie Waite
longs to escape home for college. Her father is a
domineering and egotistical writer who keeps a
tight rein on Natalie and her long-suffering
mother. When Natalie finally does get away,
however, college life doesn’t bring the happiness
she expected. Little by little, Natalie is no longer
certain of anything—even where reality ends and
her dark imaginings begin. Chilling and
suspenseful, Hangsaman is loosely based on the
real-life disappearance of a Bennington College
sophomore in 1946. For more than seventy
years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of
classic literature in the English-speaking world.
With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics
represents a global bookshelf of the best works
dark-tales-penguin-modern-classics

throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions
and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
The Missing Girl Shirley Jackson 2018-02-22 '
"Of course, no one would want to say anything
about a girl like this that's missing..." ' Malice,
paranoia and creeping dread lie beneath the
surface of ordinary American life in these
chilling miniature masterworks of unease.
Penguin Modern: fifty new books celebrating the
pioneering spirit of the iconic Penguin Modern
Classics series, with each one offering a
concentrated hit of its contemporary,
international flavour. Here are authors ranging
from Kathy Acker to James Baldwin, Truman
Capote to Stanislaw Lem and George Orwell to
Shirley Jackson; essays radical and inspiring;
poems moving and disturbing; stories surreal
and fabulous; taking us from the deep South to
modern Japan, New York's underground scene to
the farthest reaches of outer space.
Just an Ordinary Day Shirley Jackson
2017-02-02 A remarkable collection of dark,
funny and haunting short stories from the
inimitable author of 'The Lottery'. An anxious
devil, an elderly writer of poison pen letters and
a mid-century Jack the Ripper; a pursuit though
a nightmarish city, a small boy's thrilling train
ride with a female thief, and a town where the
possibility of evil lurks behind perfect rose
bushes. This is the world of Shirley Jackson, by
turns frightening, funny, strange and
unforgettably revealed in this brilliant collection
of short stories. 'Jackson at her best: plumbing
the extraordinary from the depths of midtwentieth-century common. [Just an Ordinary
Day] is a gift to a new generation' - San
Francisco Chronicle 'For Jackson devotees, as
well as first-time readers, this is a feast ... A
virtuoso collection' - Publishers Weekly
Let Me Tell You Shirley Jackson 2015-08-04
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY NPR • From the renowned author of
“The Lottery” and The Haunting of Hill House, a
spectacular new volume of previously
unpublished and uncollected stories, essays, and
other writings. Features “Family Treasures,”
nominated for the Edgar Award for Best Short
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Story Shirley Jackson is one of the most
important American writers of the last hundred
years. Since her death in 1965, her place in the
landscape of twentieth-century fiction has grown
only more exalted. As we approach the
centenary of her birth comes this astonishing
compilation of fifty-six pieces—more than forty
of which have never been published before. Two
of Jackson’s children co-edited this volume,
culling through the vast archives of their
mother’s papers at the Library of Congress,
selecting only the very best for inclusion. Let Me
Tell You brings together the deliciously eerie
short stories Jackson is best known for, along
with frank, inspiring lectures on writing; comic
essays about her large, boisterous family; and
whimsical drawings. Jackson’s landscape here is
most frequently domestic: dinner parties and
bridge, household budgets and homeward-bound
commutes, children’s games and neighborly
gossip. But this familiar setting is also her most
subversive: She wields humor, terror, and the
uncanny to explore the real challenges of
marriage, parenting, and community—the
pressure of social norms, the veins of distrust in
love, the constant lack of time and space. For
the first time, this collection showcases Shirley
Jackson’s radically different modes of writing
side by side. Together they show her to be a
magnificent storyteller, a sharp, sly humorist,
and a powerful feminist. This volume includes a
Foreword by the celebrated literary critic and
Jackson biographer Ruth Franklin. Praise for Let
Me Tell You “Stunning.”—O: The Oprah
Magazine “Let us now—at last—celebrate
dangerous women writers: how cheering to see
justice done with [this collection of] Shirley
Jackson’s heretofore unpublished
works—uniquely unsettling stories and
ruthlessly barbed essays on domestic
life.”—Vanity Fair “Feels like an uncanny
dollhouse: Everything perfectly rendered, but
something deliciously not quite right.”—NPR
“There are . . . times in reading [Jackson’s]
accounts of desperate women in their thirties
slowly going crazy that she seems an American
Jean Rhys, other times when she rivals even
Flannery O’Connor in her cool depictions of
inhumanity and insidious cruelty, and still others
when she matches Philip K. Dick at his most
hallucinatory. At her best, though, she’s just
dark-tales-penguin-modern-classics

incomparable.”—The Washington Post “Offers
insights into the vagaries of [Jackson’s] mind,
which was ruminant and generous,
accommodating such diverse figures as Dr.
Seuss and Samuel Richardson.”—The New York
Times Book Review “The best pieces clutch your
throat, gently at first, and then with growing
strength. . . . The whole collection has a
timelessness.”—The Boston Globe “[Jackson’s]
writing, both fiction and nonfiction, has such
enduring power—she brings out the darkness in
life, the poltergeists shut into everyone’s
basement, and offers them up, bringing wit and
even joy to the examination.”—USA Today “The
closest we can get to sitting down and having a
conversation with . . . one of the most original
voices of her generation.”—The Huffington Post
The Haunting of Hill House (Horror Classic)
Shirley Jackson 2018-12-21 This eBook has been
formatted to the highest digital standards and
adjusted for readability on all devices. Hill
House is an 80 year-old mansion built by longdeceased Hugh Crain. The story concerns four
main characters: Dr. John Montague, an
investigator of the supernatural; Eleanor Vance,
a shy young woman who resents having lived as
a recluse caring for her demanding invalid
mother; Theodora, a flamboyant, bohemian,
possibly lesbian artist; and Luke Sanderson, the
young heir to Hill House, who is also the host to
the others. Dr. Montague hopes to find scientific
evidence of the existence of the supernatural. He
rents Hill House for a summer and invites as his
guests several people whom he has chosen
because of their past experience with
paranormal events. Of these, only Eleanor and
Theodora accept. All four of the inhabitants
begin to experience strange events while in the
house, including unseen noises and ghosts
roaming the halls at night, strange writing on
the walls and other unexplained events. Eleanor
tends to experience phenomena to which the
others are oblivious. At the same time, Eleanor
may be losing touch with reality...A finalist for
the National Book Award, The Haunting of Hill
House is considered as one of the best literary
ghost stories published during the 20th century,
even by stalwarts like Stephen King. It has been
made into two feature films, a TV series and a
play. Jackson's novel relies on terror rather than
horror to elicit emotion in the reader, utilizing
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complex relationships between the mysterious
events in the house and the characters' psyches.
A must read!
The Rough Guide to Sri Lanka 2012-11-01
The Rough Guide to Sri Lanka is the most
comprehensive and user-friendly travellers'
guide to this fascinating country. Each chapter
of the Rough Guide includes thoroughly
researched travel information, hotel and
restaurant listings, sections on everything from
food and language to media and sport, and
thoughtful background on the environment,
politics, culture, music and history. The new
stunning full-colour design combines glorious
images to whet your appetite with a practical
layout and dozens of accessible and accurate
maps to guide you from the urban centres to the
jungle, beaches and mountains. This is the time
to discover Sri Lanka - the Rough Guide is your
perfect companion. Make the most of your time
with The Rough Guide to Sri Lanka. Now
available in ePub format.
The Penguin Book of Dutch Short Stories
Joost Zwagerman 2016-09-29 'The stories here
will provoke, delight and impress. Joost
Zwagerman's selection forms a fascinating
guidebook to a landscape you'll surely want to
wander in again.' Clare Lowden, TLS 'There is a
lot of northern European melancholy in the
collection, though often tinged with wry
humour...an excellent book' Jonathan Gibbs,
Minor Literatures 'We were kids - but good kids.
If I may say so myself. We're much smarter now,
so smart it's pathetic. Except for Bavink, who
went crazy' A husband forms gruesome plans for
his new fridge; a government employee has a
haunting experience on his commute home;
prisoners serve as entertainment for wealthy
party guests; an army officer suffers a
monstrous tropical illness. These short stories
contain some of the most groundbreaking and
innovative writing in Dutch literature from 1915
to the present day, with most pieces appearing
here in English for the first time. Blending
unforgettable snapshots of the realities of
everyday life with surrealism, fantasy and
subversion, this collection shows Dutch writing
to be an integral part of world literary history.
Joost Zwagerman (1963-2015) was a novelist,
poet, essayist and editor of several anthologies.
He started his career as a writer with bestselling
dark-tales-penguin-modern-classics

novels, describing the atmosphere of the 1980s
and 1990s, such as Gimmick!(1988) and False
Light (1991). In later years, he concentrated on
writing essays - notably on pop culture and
visual arts - and poetry. Suicide was the theme
of the novel Six Stars (2002). He took his own
life just after having published a new collection
of essays on art, The Museum of Light.
Numbers in the Dark Italo Calvino 2014-11-18
From the acclaimed, genre-bending Italian
fabulist author, a posthumous collection of
career-spanning stories previously unavailable in
English. “Everybody telephones everybody at
every possible moment, and nobody can speak to
anybody . . . Distance has been the warp that
supports the weft of every love story.” —from
Numbers in the Dark Written between 1943 and
1984, the stories in Numbers in the Dark span
the career of one of fiction’s modern masters:
from Italo Calvino’s earliest fables, to tales
informed by life in World War II–era Italy, to the
delightful experimentation that would define his
later work. Here are speculative stories on life in
the digital age, genre-bending wonders, and
“impossible interviews” with the likes of
Montezuma and a Neanderthal. Deftly translated
by Tim Parks, Numbers in the Dark shows off
Calvino’s lifelong gift for subtle humor and
shimmering philosophical insight. Praise for
Numbers in the Dark “Numbers in the Dark is a
glorious grab-bag . . . [with] enough gems from
every phase in Calvino’s career to make it feel
indispensable.” —Seattle Times “These stories
reward the patient reader with wisdom, humor,
and insight.” —Library Journal “Calvino . . . is
well-represented in this continually surprising
collection . . . . Novelist Parks's superb
translations capture Calvino’s quirky,
iconoclastic voice, helping to make this a worthy
addition to the Calvino shelf.” —Publishers
Weekly
Things We Say in the Dark Kirsty Logan
2019-10-03 'Gripping . . . You won't put it down'
Sunday Telegraph A shocking collection of dark
stories, ranging from chilling contemporary
fairytales to disturbing supernatural fiction.
Alone in a remote house in Iceland a woman is
unnerved by her isolation; another can only find
respite from the clinging ghost that follows her
by submerging herself in an overgrown pool.
Couples wrestle with a lack of connection to
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their children; a schoolgirl becomes obsessed
with the female anatomical models in a museum;
and a cheery account of child's day out is
undercut by chilling footnotes. These dark tales
explore women's fears with electrifying honesty
and invention and speak to one another about
female bodies, domestic claustrophobia, desire
and violence. 'A brilliant collection of stories . . .
All will burrow their way into your brain and not
let go' Stylist 'Shimmers with menace . . . Fans
of Angela Carter and Shirley Jackson take note' i
Newspaper KIRSTY LOGAN WAS SELECTED AS
ONE OF BRITAIN'S TEN MOST OUTSTANDING
LGBTQ WRITERS by Val McDermid for the
International Literature Showcase in 2019
American Supernatural Tales S. T. Joshi
2013-10-01 Part of a new six-volume series of
the best in classic horror, selected by Academy
Award-winning director of The Shape of Water
Guillermo del Toro American Supernatural Tales
is the ultimate collection of weird and
frightening American short fiction. As Stephen
King will attest, the popularity of the occult in
American literature has only grown since the
days of Edgar Allan Poe. The book celebrates the
richness of this tradition with chilling
contributions from some of the nation's brightest
literary lights, including Poe himself, H. P.
Lovecraft, Shirley Jackson, Ray Bradbury,
Nathaniel Hawthorne, and—of course—Stephen
King. This volumes also includes "The Yellow
Sign," the most horrific story from The King in
Yellow, the classic horror collection by Robert
W. Chambers featured on HBO's hit TV series
True Detective. By turns phantasmagoric,
spectral, and demonic, this is a frighteningly
good collection of stories. Filmmaker and
longtime horror literature fan Guillermo del Toro
serves as the curator for the Penguin Horror
series, a new collection of classic tales and
poems by masters of the genre. Included here
are some of del Toro’s favorites, from Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstein and Ray Russell’s short
story “Sardonicus,” considered by Stephen King
to be “perhaps the finest example of the modern
Gothic ever written,” to Shirley Jackson’s The
Haunting of Hill House and stories by Ray
Bradbury, Joyce Carol Oates, Ted Klein, and
Robert E. Howard. Featuring original cover art
by Penguin Art Director Paul Buckley, these
stunningly creepy deluxe hardcovers will be
dark-tales-penguin-modern-classics

perfect additions to the shelves of horror, sci-fi,
fantasy, and paranormal aficionados
everywhere.
The Witchcraft of Salem Village Shirley Jackson
2011-02-02 Stories of magic, superstition, and
witchcraft were strictly forbidden in the little
town of Salem Village. But a group of young girls
ignored those rules, spellbound by the tales told
by a woman named Tituba. When questioned
about their activities, the terrified girls set off a
whirlwind of controversy as they accused
townsperson after townsperson of being witches.
Author Shirley Jackson examines in careful
detail this horrifying true story of accusations,
trials, and executions that shook a community to
its foundations.
The Sundial Shirley Jackson 2014-01-28 Before
there was Hill House, there was the Halloran
mansion of Jackson’s stunningly creepy fourth
novel, The Sundial When the Halloran clan
gathers at the family home for a funeral, no one
is surprised when the somewhat peculiar Aunt
Fanny wanders off into the secret garden. But
then she returns to report an astonishing vision
of an apocalypse from which only the Hallorans
and their hangers-on will be spared, and the
family finds itself engulfed in growing madness,
fear, and violence as they prepare for a terrible
new world. For more than seventy years,
Penguin has been the leading publisher of
classic literature in the English-speaking world.
With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics
represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions
and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
The Collected Short Stories Jean Rhys 1992
Thirty-six short stories chronicle the author's
fifty years of writing about lonely lives, private
fears, and gripping obsessions
Out There Kate Folk 2022-03-29 A thrilling new
voice in fiction injects the absurd into the
everyday to present a startling vision of modern
life, “[as] if Kafka and Camus and Bradbury were
penning episodes of Black Mirror” (Chang-Rae
Lee, author of My Year Abroad). “Stories so
sharp and ingenious you may cut yourself on
them while reading.”—Kelly Link, author of Get
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In Trouble With a focus on the weird and eerie
forces that lurk beneath the surface of ordinary
experience, Kate Folk’s debut collection is
perfectly pitched to the madness of our current
moment. A medical ward for a mysterious bonemelting disorder is the setting of a perilous love
triangle. A curtain of void obliterates the globe
at a steady pace, forcing Earth’s remaining
inhabitants to decide with whom they want to
spend eternity. A man fleeing personal scandal
enters a codependent relationship with a house
that requires a particularly demanding level of
care. And in the title story, originally published
in The New Yorker, a woman in San Francisco
uses dating apps to find a partner despite the
threat posed by “blots,” preternaturally
handsome artificial men dispatched by Russian
hackers to steal data. Meanwhile, in a poignant
companion piece, a woman and a blot forge a
genuine, albeit doomed, connection. Prescient
and wildly imaginative, Out There depicts an
uncanny landscape that holds a mirror to our
subconscious fears and desires. Each story beats
with its own fierce heart, and together they
herald an exciting new arrival in the tradition of
speculative literary fiction.
The Letters of Shirley Jackson Shirley Jackson
2022-07-19 A bewitchingly brilliant collection of
never-before-published letters from the
renowned author of “The Lottery” and The
Haunting of Hill House NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY KIRKUS
REVIEWS • “This biography-through-letters
gives an intimate and warm voice to the
imagination behind the treasury of uncanny tales
that is Shirley Jackson’s legacy.”—Joyce Carol
Oates Shirley Jackson is one of the most
important American authors of the last hundred
years and among our greatest chroniclers of the
female experience. This extraordinary
compilation of personal correspondence has all
the hallmarks of Jackson’s beloved fiction:
flashes of the uncanny in the domestic, sparks of
horror in the quotidian, and the veins of humor
that run through good times and bad. i am
having a fine time doing a novel with my left
hand and a long story—with as many levels as
grand central station—with my right hand,
stirring chocolate pudding with a spoon held in
my teeth, and tuning the television with both
feet. Written over the course of nearly three
dark-tales-penguin-modern-classics

decades, from Jackson’s college years to six days
before her early death at the age of forty-eight,
these letters become the autobiography Shirley
Jackson never wrote. As well as being a
bestselling author, Jackson spent much of her
adult life as a mother of four in Vermont, and the
landscape here is often the everyday: raucous
holidays and trips to the dentist, overdue taxes
and frayed lines of Christmas lights, new dogs
and new babies. But in recounting these events
to family, friends, and colleagues, she turns
them into remarkable stories: entertaining,
revealing, and wise. At the same time, many of
these letters provide fresh insight into the
genesis and progress of Jackson’s writing over
nearly three decades. The novel is getting
sadder. It’s always such a strange feeling—I
know something’s going to happen, and those
poor people in the book don’t; they just go
blithely on their ways. Compiled and edited by
her elder son, Laurence Jackson Hyman, in
consultation with Jackson scholar Bernice M.
Murphy and featuring Jackson’s own witty line
drawings, this intimate collection holds the
beguiling prism of Shirley Jackson—writer and
reader, mother and daughter, neighbor and
wife—up to the light.
We Have Always Lived in the Castle Shirley
Jackson 1963 The inhabitants of the Rochester
house wield a strange power over their
neighbors
The Transit of Venus Shirley Hazzard
2021-03-09 The award-winning, New York Times
bestselling literary masterpiece of Shirley
Hazzard—the story of two beautiful orphan
sisters whose fates are as moving and
wonderful, and yet as predestined, as the
transits of the planets themselves A Penguin
Classic Considered "one of the great Englishlanguage novels of the twentieth century" (The
Paris Review), The Transit of Venus follows
Caroline and Grace Bell as they leave Australia
to begin a new life in post-war England. From
Sydney to London, New York, and Stockholm,
and from the 1950s to the 1980s, the two sisters
experience seduction and abandonment,
marriage and widowhood, love and betrayal.
With exquisite, breathtaking prose, Australian
novelist Shirley Hazzard tells the story of the
displacements and absurdities of modern life.
The result is at once an intricately plotted Greek
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tragedy, a sweeping family saga, and a
desperate love story.
Revenge Yoko Ogawa 2013-01-29 "It's not just
Murakami but also the shadow of Borges that
hovers over this mesmerizing book... [and] one
may detect a slight bow to the American
macabre of E.A. Poe. Ogawa stands on the
shoulders of giants, as another saying goes. But
this collection may linger in your mind -- it does
in mine -- as a delicious, perplexing, absorbing
and somehow singular experience." -- Alan
Cheuse, NPR Sinister forces collide---and unite a
host of desperate characters---in this eerie cycle
of interwoven tales from Yoko Ogawa, the
critically acclaimed author of The Housekeeper
and the Professor. An aspiring writer moves into
a new apartment and discovers that her landlady
has murdered her husband. Elsewhere, an
accomplished surgeon is approached by a
cabaret singer, whose beautiful appearance
belies the grotesque condition of her heart. And
while the surgeon's jealous lover vows to kill
him, a violent envy also stirs in the soul of a
lonely craftsman. Desire meets with impulse and
erupts, attracting the attention of the surgeon's
neighbor---who is drawn to a decaying residence
that is now home to instruments of human
torture. Murderers and mourners, mothers and
children, lovers and innocent bystanders---their
fates converge in an ominous and darkly
beautiful web. Yoko Ogawa's Revenge is a
master class in the macabre that will haunt you
to the last page. An NPR Best Book of 2013
The Penguin Modern Classics Book Henry
Eliot 2021-11-18 The essential guide to
twentieth-century literature around the world
For six decades the Penguin Modern Classics
series has been an era-defining, ever-evolving
series of books, encompassing works by
modernist pioneers, avant-garde iconoclasts,
radical visionaries and timeless storytellers. This
reader's companion showcases every title
published in the series so far, with more than
1,800 books and 600 authors, from Achebe and
Adonis to Zamyatin and Zweig. It is the essential
guide to twentieth-century literature around the
world, and the companion volume to The
Penguin Classics Book. Bursting with lively
descriptions, surprising reading lists, key
literary movements and over two thousand cover
images, The Penguin Modern Classics Book is an
dark-tales-penguin-modern-classics

invitation to dive in and explore the greatest
literature of the last hundred years.
Story of the Eye Georges Bataille 1989-10
Novel, translated by Joachim Neugroschel.
Bataille's scandalous STORY OF THE EYE,
written under the pseudonym Lord Auch,
centers around the exploits of a young couple
exploring the utmost boundaries of the sacred
and profane. This hallucinatory melding of sex
and religion has lost none of its transgressive
power since its original publication in the 1920s,
and prefigures Bataille's later studies of death
and sensuality, including EROTISM and THE
TEARS OF EROS, also published by City Lights
and available from SPD.
Shirley Susan Scarf Merrell 2015-07-07 NOW A
MAJOR MOTION PICTURE STARRING
ELIZABETH MOSS AND MICHAEL
STUHLBARG! “Susan Scarf Merrell brilliantly
weaves events from Shirley Jackson’s life into a
hypnotic story line”* in this darkly thrilling novel
about the author of The Haunting of Hill House
and The Lottery. Two imposing literary figures
are at the heart of this captivating novel:
celebrated author Shirley Jackson and her
husband, Stanley Edgar Hyman, a literary critic
and professor at Bennington College. When a
young graduate student and his pregnant
wife—Fred and Rose Nemser—move into Shirley
and Stanley’s home in the fall of 1964, they
quickly fall under the magnetic spell of their
brilliant and unconventional hosts. While Fred
becomes preoccupied with his teaching
schedule, Rose forms an unlikely, turbulent
friendship with the troubled and unpredictable
Shirley. Fascinated by the Hymans’ volatile
marriage and inexplicable drawn to the darkly
enigmatic author, Rose nonetheless senses
something amiss—something to do with nightly
unanswered phone calls and inscrutable
accounts of a long-missing female student.
Chillingly atmospheric and evocative of
Jackson’s own classic stories, Shirley is an
elegant thriller with one of America’s greatest
horror writers at its heart. *The Washington Post
The Road Through the Wall Shirley Jackson
2016-01-05 The debut novel from one of the
twentieth century’s most fascinating authors.
Pepper Street is a street in suburban California,
home to a firmly middle-class group of families,
families who have carved out a space for
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themselves that falls short of the glamour of the
nearby upper class communities, but is
comfortable and respectable nonetheless. Their
communal calm, built on strict social hierarchy,
racism, and exclusion, is shattered when a hole
opens up in a wall at the end of the street, and
things for the inhabitants of Pepper Street
become much less stable and much less clear.
Penguin Random House Canada is proud to
bring you classic works of literature in e-book
form, with the highest quality production values.
Find more today and rediscover books you never
knew you loved.
The Penguin Book of Japanese Short Stories
Jay Rubin 2018-06-28 This fantastically varied
and exciting collection celebrates the great
Japanese short story, from its modern origins in
the nineteenth century to the remarkable works
being written today. Short story writers already
well-known to English-language readers are all
included here - Tanizaki, Akutagawa, Murakami,
Mishima, Kawabata - but also many surprising
new finds. From Yuko Tsushima's 'Flames' to
Yuten Sawanishi's 'Filling Up with Sugar', from

dark-tales-penguin-modern-classics

Shin'ichi Hoshi's 'Shoulder-Top Secretary' to
Banana Yoshimoto's 'Bee Honey', The Penguin
Book of Japanese Short Stories is filled with fear,
charm, beauty and comedy. Curated by Jay
Rubin, who has himself freshly translated
several of the stories, and introduced by Haruki
Murakami, this book will be a revelation to its
readers.
Raising Demons Shirley Jackson 2015-05-05 In
the uproarious sequel to Life Among the
Savages, the author of The Haunting of Hill
House confronts the most vexing demons yet:
her children In the long out-of-print sequel to
Life Among the Savages, Jackson’s four children
have grown from savages into full-fledged
demons. After bursting the seams of their first
house, Jackson’s clan moves into a larger home.
Of course, the chaos simply moves with them. A
confrontation with the IRS, Little League,
trumpet lessons, and enough clutter to bury her
alive—Jackson spins them all into an indelible
reminder that every bit as thrilling as a
murderous family in a haunted house is a happy
family in a new home.
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